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          Contribute to your health with “Washoku culture”

          As Kula Sushi pursues a traditional healthy Japanese diet, we take pride in serving additive-free foods. This is not only limited to the sushi ingredients, but our ginger, soy sauce, vinegar, and broths also do not contain additives. To serve dishes at its best quality, we focus on both product and time management with the sushi cap called “Mr. Fresh.” It has been our fundamental principle to prioritize customer’s health over anything, and we are proud to say that all foods are served fresh and safe at our restaurants.
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          Contribute to your health with “Washoku culture”
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          What's New

          	10.19.2017 New Fall/Winter Menu Coming Soon!
            
	10.10.2017 Kyushu Fair starting Friday!
            
	09.13.2017 Kansai Shikoku Fair starting Friday
            
	08.22.2017 All Nippon Fair starting Friday!
            
	08.14.2017 Renovation at Rancho Cucamonga Next Year
            


          See All News
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          MENU

          
            View Complete Menu
          

          

        

        
          NIGIRI Up to $2.50
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              Hokkaido Scallop
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              Salmon Belly
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              Sweet Shrimp (Red Shrimp)

            

          

        

        
          ROLL Up to $2.50
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              Golden Crunchy Roll
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              Spicy Tuna Hand Roll
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              Real Crab California
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              Negitoro Hand Roll
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              Tonkotsu Ramen
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              Crispy Rice with Spicy Salmon
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              Shrimp Tempura Udon
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          Store Locator

          

          
            
              
                Enter Address or Zip Code: 
              
Submit
            

          

          

        

      

      
        
          
            

          

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        FAN POSTS #KulaSushi

        If a picture says a thousand words, then you can imagine how long it would take to describe all our mouthwatering selections.
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          Natural, Fresh and Tasty.

          We proudly offer the sushi using ORGANC and/or No MSG food products.

          Our new successful system automatically disposes sushi plates after a certain time to keep the freshness.

          

          Enjoy the real revolving sushi that is tasty, fresh and always safe.
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          Job Opportunities

        

        
          
            
              Kula Sushi has been growing steadily over 400 locations in total mainly in Japan, 14 locations in the U.S., and 8 locations in Taiwan. We strive to offer and proudly serve menu items using ORGANIC products and/or NO MSG, NO Artificial Sweeteners, NO Preservatives and NO Artificial Coloring for customers' health and safety. As opening new locations nationwide, we look for qualified individuals who are committed to provide high quality service to our customers.

              
                Apply Now
              

            

          

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          Contact

          For media inquiries, please click here!
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